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Time for a change, time for something new. Be honest, how

the individual chapters provide a taste of the respective

often have you heard phrases like this? As a company, we

content and give you, the reader, a better overview.

too asked ourselves how much we need to change in order

At the same time, we have retained some of the features of

to keep up with the times and accelerating developments -

previous issues. The three chapters “Printing”, “Surfaces”,

Eco-print shop Dersch
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and yet remain the family-run, constant business for which

along with “Inkjet”, will continue to be permanent features

Print shop Häuser
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we have been well-known for over 40 years. The excellent

of SPECIALIST. We are always on the lookout for the most

Print shop Wiesendanger

14

curing properties of inks and varnishes under UV light

interesting topics from the world of UV for our articles

PrintCity16

were discovered back in the late 1960s. The IST METZ

and we give a high priority to collaboration with individual

GmbH of today was founded in 1977 and developed early

specialists in order to achieve this. Interviews, field reports,

UV systems for curing varnishes on furniture. Over the

specialist articles and UV topics taken from real life will

decades, we grew from a niche business into a group with

continue to make key contributions to our magazine in the

global operations.

future. What is more, actual people will be shown on the
cover, as we have previously done with staff, or with people

As IST is already undergoing internal restructuring to take

connected with IST METZ. This will enable us to continue

account of developments in technology, we would also

increasing the authenticity of our company through the

like to communicate our combination of traditional and

vehicle of the customer magazine.

modern to the outside world, in the form of a new corporate
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The model on this issue‘s cover is Felix, a member of our

format – away from the usual DIN format to a booklet
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Editorial
FACING THE FUTURE
Christian-Marius Metz
Managing Director of IST METZ GmbH
Gerhard Metz
Company founder

Dear Readers,
It is said that modern life is constantly gathering speed,

Imprint

The focus of the “Surfaces” chapter is on UV curing for

getting more hectic and that we often only experience

faster, more efficient working in niche applications. On

it unconsciously. This is supposed to be due primarily

page 20, discover the role UV technology may play in the

to the breakneck speed of developments in science and

future in motor racing, in wind turbines or in replacing

technology. As a consequence, we see ourselves subjected

mercury discharge lamps.

to constantly-shifting boundaries in both our personal

The many benefits and high efficiency of UV LED systems
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and our corporate environments. This makes it absolutely

mean that inkjet printing, in particular, is inconceivable
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essential to adapt, stay tuned and keep up.

without them. Yet LED technology is now taking over
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My grandfather and founder of the company, Gerhard

applications previously closed to UV curing, with the result

Metz, who passed away in 2014, made a permanent mark

that by 2018, higher sales are likely in curing with UV LEDs

LED-Printing: CD 102-7+LX, LEDcure, UV Transfer Center, IST METZ GmbH

on the company and we are happy to be able to continue

than with conventional UV lamp technology. From page 24,

The contributions and content do not necessarily reflect the publisher’s opinion.

his traditions today. However, it is important for IST METZ

you can find out everything you need to know about the

All rights reserved. Reprint, also in excerpts, and electronic covering are only

always to keep traditional and modern in balance – this

efficiency of UV LED curing systems.

permitted with agreement from the publisher. IST and the products/services

is a message we not only implement internally, we would

Find out where we come into contact with UV technology

BLK, MBS, FLC, URS, more than UV, CST, ELC, COS, UVSET, LUV, LED pre³pared

also like it to be more obvious to the outside world too.

in our everyday world in “UV DAILY” on page 32 - which

and SLC are registered trademarks of IST METZ GmbH.

This is why we picked “FACING THE FUTURE” as our motto

this time, is all about banknote printing. “FACING THE

for this issue - quite deliberately looking the future in

FUTURE” is an important point here too, as the ways and

Free subscribtion

the eye. Take a look at “About” on page 5 to see the new

means of the counterfeiter become ever more ingenious.

Make sure that you don’t miss any future issues by taking out your personal

design and layout features which will be appearing in this

Start reading the magazine now to benefit from your newly-

subscribtion. You can also download previous issues on our website:

issue of SPECIALIST. The content of this issue is also

acquired knowledge tomorrow!

www.ist-uv.com/specialist

future-oriented:

You can cancel your subscription at any time without notice at

for the new LEDcure high-performance LED system

In the “Printing” chapter, we introduce our pilot customers
specialist@ist-uv.com

Enjoy reading this issue and best wishes,

for sheet-fed offset printing. From page 8, you can read
about how three printers are using the benefits of LED
technology in novel ways, even though they all have quite
different requirements.
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Portrait:

Der Dersch:
Eco-print shop
by conviction

03

Printing and ecology in harmony?
Environmentally-friendly

printers

Der Dersch prove that this is possible
day in, day out because this ecological
printing company stands above all
for living and working humanely
and fairly and for “green” printing.
Upgrading to LED technology was
a no-brainer for this offset printers,
given the technical benefits and
the absence of mercury which are
so important to the company. Read
more about our “green” customer for

PRINT

new LEDcure on page 10.

02

Portrait:

Interview:

Print shop
Wiesendanger
can do more
than just print

Tradition and
innovation go hand
in hand at print
shop Häuser

“Because we can do more than just

Impossible? No such thing! The

read about the various requirements

print”

–

Wiesendanger

medien

GmbH‘s corporate slogan offers
a broad hint of what the Bavarian
offset

printing

company

thinks

is especially important to make
customers’ wishes possible, namely
flexibility. Take a look at page 14 to

impossible is made possible in North

LEDcure has to satisfy for our third

Rhine-Westphalia’s biggest printing

customer and which printed products

company,

Häuser

KG:

even

on

printing jobs with several thousand
copies,
company

this
can

family-run
guarantee

printing
a

04

Event:

PrintCity –
Connection of
competence

boss and Bavarian character Peter

The PrintCity alliance is a respected

Wiesendanger most likes creating.

strategic alliance operating in the
printing and packaging industry

full

through its involvement in the whole

production process within 24 hours.

value creation chain. Find out on

You can find out on page 12 what

page 16 what the PrintCity network

else makes up this book and offset

involves and at which forthcoming

printing company which is managed

events you can benefit from this

by a father-and-son duo.

alliance.

Profiles of three customers
One LED system, many fields of application –
Profile of three customers
The elimination of warm-up times, increased service life,

printing, whose modular basic concept combined with

less thermal impact on the substrate and options for

an extremely robust and compact design offers users

clocking and format adjustment – these are just a few

maximum flexibility and versatility. Introduced at our UV

of the core features of UV LEDs. All of these advantages

DAYS in May 2017, LEDcure is in use for several months

can also be found in our new LEDcure, the flagship of

at three very different customers, which we present in the

IST METZ’s reworked product range for sheet-fed offset

following.

The LEDcure high-performance LED system is the flagship of the
new IST METZ product range for sheet-fed offset printing.

Der Dersch:
Eco-printing by conviction

http://bit.ly/2AJTyoA

environmental

The printing house has grown steadily

for the head of the company for many

of this size (1.2 million euros annual

Karl-Heinz Dersch

Technical

benefits were the decisive factors for

throughout its many years of history

years. This is particularly noteworthy,

sales in 2016) represents a relatively

Managing Director

retrofitting with UV LED technology.

and has changed its location several

because this commitment is not a

high financial outlay compared to that

times. At present its production facility

response to customers’ demands

of a company many times larger.

www.der-dersch.de
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and

Even the company slogan of this

is in Hörlkofen, near Erding. The

but for purely personal motives. It

As well as the printing houses‘

owner-managed family business is

company’s printing technology has

also made a significant contribution

ecological commitment, many of

unusual: Dersch – thinks, laughs,

gradually been upgraded, and now

to Karl-Heinz Dersch being named

its customers also appreciate its

prints. The man behind it is Karl-

offers both offset and digital printing.

“Entrepreneur of the Year 2010” by the

customer-centred philosophy. Karl-

Heinz Dersch, managing director of

Including the associated pre-press

municipality of Wörth. In February

Heinz

the offset printing company Dersch

and finishing processes, the company

2017, the Bavarian Printing and

relationships firmly in the foreground,

Dersch,

places

GmbH & Co. KG. Since 2001 he has

and its workforce of 17 offer a well-

Media Association confirmed that the

and this applies to customers and

been in charge of the company his

rounded portfolio of printing services

Dersch printing house has achieved

employees

father Dieter Dersch founded over 40

such as brochures, leaflets and

a complete energy compensation

attentive

years ago. He learned the printer’s

sometimes books.

for CO₂ emissions at its location. Its

customers, he is so well acquainted

alike.

By

consultations

long-term

conducting
with

his

trade from scratch as an apprentice in

Environmentally friendly printing and

list of other relevant certifications is

with their needs that he can normally

his father’s business.

sustainability have played a core role

extensive, which for a printing house

follow their thinking.
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Print shop Häuser:
Tradition and innovation go hand in hand
at Cologne’s largest printing house

Günter und Heiko Mazur
Managing Directors
www.haeuserkg.de

Graphics

prices

“My father stands for tradition, but

2015 on an 8-colour Heidelberg

in Cologne has been founded as

company

Häuser

KG

production

while delivering high quality, carefully

at

reasonable

also for progress. He doesn’t slow

Speedmaster XL 105 with perfecting

immediately, the sheets can be

a letterpress and offset printing

checked results. This means that

down the company, he develops

unit. A further XL 105 was added in

processed right after printing.

business in 1922, and is now the

the printing shop can guarantee the

it further while giving me the

July 2017 with two LED slots –one

addition less waste is produced and

largest media production company

complete production process – from

freedom to implement my modern

above the perfecting unit and one in

no drying times are needed. This

in Cologne and one of the largest in

data receipt to dispatch – within 24

ideas. This interplay of tradition

the delivery. The company produces

saves several hours of production

whole North Rhine-Westphalia. More

hours even for up to 10,000 copies.

and

than 80,000 customers worldwide

in three shifts up to seven days a

time. The use of LEDcure and LED

week with continuous throughput

inks significantly reduces customer

extremely well.”

of 13,000 to 15,000 sheets/h. Faster

complaints due to not sufficiently

is better for online printing, and

cured

resistance.

Managing

Heiko Mazur have already been

whom are printers themselves. On

running their online printing house

The family-run company decided

shortening their delivery times has

the company’s over 13,000 m² floor

Druckdiscount24.de

to use UV LED technology in order

brought them decisive advantages.

space, more than 1,000 printing

About 80% of their orders come via

to make the printed material more

jobs are completed every day. The

the online platform and 20% from

resistant to abrasion and to process it

since

and

has

printing house, more than 1,200 of

2003.

includes

their traditional business. Heiko

further without delay. The company’s

more than 50 machines. A flexible

Mazur describes working with his

first

production process facilitates fast

father:

installed at Häuser KG in autumn
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equipment

Günter

technology

In

enabled us to develop the company

rely on the services of this large

technical

directors

modern

Since the printing inks are cured

IST

LEDcure

system

inks

and

bad

abrasion

was

13

Print shop Wiesendanger
“Because we can do more than print”

An interview with
Peter Wiesendanger
IST METZ:

Peter Wiesendanger:

Peter Wiesendanger

Mr. Wiesendanger, you are a customer of the new

If you buy a full UV machine with all the necessary

Managing Director

LEDcure. Why?

extraction, there is no need to change anything to

www.wiesendanger.de

Peter Wiesendanger:

is that switching between the UV lamp and the LED UV

We felt the need to be able to react flexibly to a wide

system takes only a few minutes, thanks to the hot-

variety of substrates. Although we did consider

swap functionality incorporated into the new LEDcure.

retrofit it with LED technology. The key advantage here

using printing units with conventional colours, in the
end we decided that we wanted to have two drying

IST METZ:

technologies: UV LED and UV lamp. Since we already

How do you communicate your greater flexibility to the

had UV lamp technology in-house, we went in search

market?

of a suitable alternative UV solution. This is where
our attention was drawn to the company IST METZ,

Peter Wiesendanger:

Technical expertise, a love of work and the willingness to

because it offers a solution that is an absolute world

To convey our flexibility to the outside world we have

constantly face new challenges – these are characteristics

innovation, with the LED unit and lamp unit attached to

developed our own UV samples to demonstrate a

that the printing house Wiesendanger claims for its own.

a single cooling circuit.

wide variety of applications, especially in the field of

Continuous growth and investment in new technologies

plastics. We have also developed other samples to

are key factors that help the company continually achieve

IST METZ:

demonstrate various finishes. In general, our message

the impossible for its customers.

What advantages do you see in LED drying?

to the outside world is this: we have the right solution
for every substrate.

Peter Wiesendanger:
As a printing house we can safely assume that LED

IST METZ

technology will overtake conventional UV lamp

Which of the products in your own portfolio do you like

technology. We want to be prepared at an early stage in

best?

order to keep up with this new LED technology so that
we can respond even more flexibly to our customers’

Peter Wiesendanger:

needs.

For me the feel is what is important for a printed
product. Plastics, paper and adhesive films, punched

14

IST METZ:

inline and combined with beautiful finishes – those are

Do the machines have to be modified in order to equip

the printed products I find particularly interesting and

them with the new LED technology?

challenging.
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PrintCity
Connection of competence
The PrintCity Alliance is a recognized strategic alliance that

designers, printers, converters as well as finishers and

operates in the printing and packaging industry through a

suppliers. The close cooperation of specialists enables the

combination of expertise and network across the entire

members and project partners to realize very demanding

value chain. The aim is to promote and develop the value of

projects at the limits of what is technically feasible and

printing and packaging in dialogue with all those involved

offers the market a comprehensive knowledge and

in the value-added chain - brand owners, agencies and

competence base.

http://bit.ly/2mGbn2c

On February 26 and 27, the PrintCity

look for solutions to the need for ever

Alliance

faster implementation in a complex

will

convene

the

fifth

Packaging Inspiration Forum. In an

world offering countless possibilities.

exciting blend of lectures, interactive

Smaller groups will discuss the

workshops

networking

industry’s demands on agencies,

opportunities, brand owners, creative

producers and suppliers. Since its

and

minds, agencies, manufacturers and

inception, the forum has also always

suppliers will discuss the packaging

featured a breakout session in which

industry’s

new models of design, finishing and

current

and

future

challenges.

implementation are presented and
discussed.

February’s focus will be on topics
such

as

e-commerce,

shipping

IST METZ will be joining the PrintCity

packaging, augmented reality and

Alliance with effect from 1 January

multi-sensor

Other

2018. IST METZ has been involved in

technology.

lectures will deal with the effects of

several of its projects in recent years

society’s trends on colour schemes

and is now expanding its involvement

Packaging Inspiration Forum

and packaging design. The session

with the alliance.

The Forum will be held on 26 and 27 February 2018 at the Grand Elysée Hotel in

Rapid Prototyping & Mock-Up will

Hamburg. Interested parties can already use the keyword PIF5 to register for the
event. They will then receive further information by mail in the form of a newsletter
detailing the topics, contents and speakers.
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Specialist article:

UV curing in niche
applications
Mobile UV systems can speed up
work considerably – and not just
when repairing wind turbines. On
page 20, you can discover the niche
applications in which the benefits
of UV technology make a significant
contribution

to

efficient working.

quicker,

more

IST METZ UV curing in highperformance niche applications
Curing adhesives and composites in situ

An

example

of

the

practical

application of UV curing is the repair
of wind turbines. Wear at the sides
and tips of the blades means the
wind turbines need servicing at
regular intervals. UV curing provides
a number of benefits, with quick,

HANDcure powered by IST -

from

reliable

mobility coupled with speed

Metabo, though the hand unit is sold

The HANDcure mobile wireless hand-

exclusively by IST METZ. The unit has

curing

without

thermal

stress, curing agents or solvents,

Nürtingen

tool

specialist

high mechanical scratch resistance

held UV LED unit from IST METZ is

a spectral range of 365 nm to 415 nm

and cross-linking of the UV matrix

used for spot and surface irradiation

and the basic variant weighs no more

for fixing immediately and then

in cross-linking and material testing

than 1 kg. This ensures fatigue-free

continuing being just a few of them.

applications. IST METZ developed

working and continuous curing in an

the HANDcure on the basis of

enormous range of applications and

In addition, UV-cured adhesives and

battery-operated

production processes.

electrical

tools

resins are increasingly being used
in complex assembly and production
solutions where controlled curing
and immediate handling strength are
of key importance. This is the case

The HANDcure mobile hand-held UV LED unit for spot

with fibre composites, for example:

and surface irradiation is typically used in cross-linking

when making repairs to carbon fibre
composites in motor racing, every
second counts towards success.

and detection applications.
http://bit.ly/2DAxZIA

Your SPECIALIST
Arnd Riekenbrauck
Business Development
Manager IST METZ
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Replacing Hg lamps
in wafer lithography

http://bit.ly/2gyvyvQ

Maximum output and modularity

for every LED module, as well

The high-performance multi-spectral

as general exposure parameters,

SPOTCURE 09 UV LED system from

help the user manage his or her

IST METZ combines the radiation

application processes. In general,

output and spectral characteristics

wafer lithography processes in the

of a mercury arc lamp with the

UV-A range have been using three

combines the radiation and spectral characteristics of a mercury arc lamp

TCO and process benefits of LED

wavelengths since as long ago as the

technology. In accordance with a

1990s - i-line 365 nm, h-line 405 nm

with the process benefits of LED technology.

platform-independent concept, the

and g-line 436 nm.

The high-performance, multi-spectral SPOTcure 09 LED system from IST METZ

SPOTCURE 09 can combine up to
five high-performance LEDs in the

The i-line process was specially

optical path. This allows a significantly

adapted to suit the specific emission

formulations. Large quantities of

elevated radiation output level across

spectrum of mercury vapour lamps

chips made by the i-line process are

System integration made easy

a broad output spectrum. The user

which

cooling

available for wireless applications

with IST METZ

SPOTCURE 09 LED units provide

has a virtually unrestricted selection

to prevent ozone forming. Despite

(the Internet of Things) and for

The SPOTCURE 09 is a fibre-coupled

a broad range of communication

in terms of the spectral composition

this, i-line technology is still an

intelligent

sensor

light source and was developed to

interfaces.

of the SPOTCURE 09.

economically unbeaten and highly

systems

applications)

allow the system to be integrated

reliable process. This applies in

where economic factors determine

in most processes and production

LED modules of the NUV (365, 385, 405

particular to ICs with a reduced

feasibility. Replacing Hg incandescent

environments. The effective radiation

W/cm² UV allows standard mercury

nm) and NIR (730, 770, 810, 850, 970

requirement

density,

lamps with high-performance LEDs

is transmitted to the application area

vapour lamps to be replaced in wafer

nm) series are available. Replacing

as modern wafer lithography went

eliminates the drawbacks of the

using a flexible fibreoptic cable. The

lithography processes. This leads to a

LED modules is a straightforward

over to laser processes for complex

process, such as unstable lamp

SPOTCURE 09 requires no external

significant improvement to the i-line

task which enables the end-customer

integrated circuits.

output and typical lamp change

water cooling, as a highly efficient

process, facilitating the long-term

intervals of +/- 1000 hours. This will

internal heat management system

use of this interesting technology.

required

for

nitrogen

packing

to adapt a SPOTCURE 09 installation

and the broad selection of established

decentralised
(automotive

An extremely high output of up to 80

to suit altered process requirements

Chemical and process systems for

make i-line technology capable of

ensures stand-alone operation. To

Alternatively, the i09 can be used for

at any time. An intuitive user interface

i-line processes are provided and work

being a stable and reliable technology

ensure seamless interaction with

all high-performance spot curing

and extensive adjustment options

on the basis of existing experience

in wafer lithography.

all

applications.

22

your

production

equipment,
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INKJET
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Specialist article:

Efficiency of
UV LED curing
systems
LEDs

have

already

become

established in lighting applications,
but the many benefits of LED
technology are now moving into new
applications in the printing industry
which were previously closed to UV
curing. Take a look at page 26 to find
out which LED curing system is the
right one for your application and
how you can operate it for maximum
efficiency.

Efficiency of UV LED
curing systems
An overview of properties, requirements and
selection of the suitable LED curing system
a

applications. It is to be expected

of 395 nm UV LEDs was around

popular choice for lighting. And now,

LEDs

have

already

become

that sales of UV LEDs in the curing

25% (25% of the energy input was

discussions about the merits of LED

sector will overtake sales of UV lamp

released in the form of UV light

technology as compared to systems

technology in the long term.

energy), it is now barely above 50% and still rising. The efficiency of UV

levels of efficiency cannot be attained

2011, but the poorer efficiency of the

chip to drop by 0.5%. A temperature

printing industry as well.

with UV-lamps are in full swing in the
Thanks to further development and

LEDs can be expected to increase to

with every wavelength. It is currently

shorter wavelength tends to outweigh

difference of 20K thus results in

an increase in demand for UV LED

approximately 60%. By comparison,

only possible to achieve roughly

the somewhat reduced reactivity of

output losses of around 10%. To stop

UV LED systems are used as a matter

chips, the light output of UV LEDs has

the efficiency of standard white LED

25-30% with a wavelength of 365 nm,

the ink with longer-wave, but more

this happening, ITL products employ

of course these days, particularly for

risen considerably in recent years. As

household lighting is currently 65%

for example. And for a UV-C LED with

powerful, 385 nm or 395 nm chips.

VARIcool technology (for air-cooled

adhesive curing and inkjet printing

a result, the LEDs are now not just

and is likely to rise to 80% in the

an emission wavelength of 275 nm

Until greater efficiency and a higher

systems) or STEADYcool technology

processes. And, on account of the

more robust and capable of working

future.

the figure is just 2.5-5%. In addition

output can be attained with shorter

(for water-cooled systems) to keep

many advantages it offers, LED

with higher currents (greater output),

to their poor efficiency, short-wave

wavelengths,

the UV LED chip at a constant LED

technology is now also breaking

they are above all more efficient.

Regrettably, the physical properties

UV LED chips in the UV-C range are

continue to be necessary to make

new ground in the field of UV curing

Whereas in 2011 the efficiency level

of UV LEDs mean that such high

also extremely expensive on account

use of suitable UV LED-curable inks

it

will

therefore

of their difficult manufacture, the

formulated for long-wave UV-A (365-

Thermal

small quantities involved and the

405 nm).

components at the start of each

The right system balance for

also makes it possible to precisely

high production scrap rate.

26

working temperature level.

product

simulation
development

for

all

process

The selection of the right LED

If the costs of a 275 nm LED are

maximum efficiency

determine the cooling temperature

An LED system should take

system from a wide range of

assumed to be 100%, a 365 nm LED

The interaction of all the individual

required for water-cooled systems.

into account the advantages

available system depends largely

chip would only cost 3-4% of this

components involved is an important

Bearing in mind the requirements

such as intermittent on/off,

on the intended use. IST METZ

figure and a 395 nm chip around

factor in attaining maximum UV LED

of the individual areas of application,

image or format variable

and Integration Technology will

1,5-2%. Taking into account the

chip efficiency. In the case of a UV

the systems can be developed for

shutdown.

be at your side in an advisory

output emitted, a short-wave UV-C

LED system, cooling and optics in

largely

capacity.

LED cannot be considered to be cost

particular have a crucial influence

with a water supply temperature of

efficient at present. It will therefore

on the efficiency of the system as

approx. 20-24°C without having to

non-condensing

operation

still be some time before LEDs can

a whole. For this reason, system

make any concessions in terms of

High efficiency is mainly

supply

spectrum

cooling should take place as closely

cooling of the overall system. The

due to the cooling and

(UV-C, UV-B and UV-A) of a UV arc

as possible to the actual LED chip. As

constantly low „junction temperature“

construction of the UV LED.

lamp to suit industrial requirements.

a rule of thumb, it can be assumed

is guaranteed.

the

broadband

ITL and IST have been using mixed-

that an increase in temperature of

wavelength UV LED systems since

one kelvin will cause the output of the

27

Good cooling of the back of a UV

New UV LED booster technology

As UV LEDs do not require any

LED chip is essential to optimise

The standard versions of all new

warm-up times and are instantly

the efficiency of the front of the LED

UV LED systems from the IST

ready for use, the LEDs can be turned

chip. The optics and the materials

Group feature innovative XT8 UV

on and off very quickly. The switching

used are of particular significance

LED booster technology. The newly

process does not cause any ageing

in this respect. It is important to

developed XT8 booster can increase

of the LEDs, which means that they

optimise all the materials in the area

the UV output by up to 30%, based

can be turned on and off as often as

of the radiation source with regard to

on the optimisation of optical and

necessary without any losses. And

reflection or transmission. No matter

thermal decoupling. A highly efficient

what‘s more: When switched off, the

how powerful a UV LED chip may be,

UV LED system with XT8 technology

LEDs do not consume any power or
use up any of their service life. This

the system will not be efficient if the

provides an ideal basis for attaining

output fails to arrive at the chemical

maximum UV LED system efficiency

means:

reaction level (ink, adhesive, etc.).

on a press. LEDs offer outstanding

system operation with equal curing

Thanks to optimisation of the thermal

specific

times and intervals (50% curing -

properties:

Immediate

Given

intermittent

LED

situation and radiation distribution,

readiness for use, compact individual

50% interval), users can achieve 50%

systems from the IST Group have

chip dimensions, clearly defined

energy savings whilst doubling the

become up to 30% more effective.

emission spectrum.

lifetime of the LED system.

In recent years, UV LEDs have achieved a large market
share which is still growing.
UV LED

350 Mio. USD
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If actuated accordingly, the compact

(EP1599340). The fact that a UV LED

dimensions of each individual chip

emits monochromatic light (a single

can also be used to good advantage.

wavelength only) inevitably means

As LED chips are always operated

that no infrared light (IR) is released.

together in a „string“, it is not

Although

possible to actuate each individual

by the absorption of UV light into

chip (approx. 1 mm²) separately, but

the substrate and the ink, and the

the individual strings or segments

chemical curing reaction is also

can be operated independently of one

exothermic (energy is released), far

warmth

is

generated

another. Such segmented actuation

less warmth is produced than with

means that LEDs only have to be

a UV arc lamp, where IR radiation

switched on at the points where they

accounts for a large part of total

are required for curing. Ideally, just

emissions. This makes it possible

the actual printed image will then be

to build machines of a simpler and

exposed to UV light.

more compact design, as cooling
rollers, cooled undershielding or the
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Right back in 2004, in the early

150

days
ITL

100
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of

UV

LED

recognised

the

like are then not necessarily needed.

development,

In addition, the UV LED systems can

enormous

be positioned closer to the substrate,

saving potential and patented the

thus minimising scattered radiation

process of image-variable shut-off

and ensuring maximum UV yield.
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Which is the right system?

A wide range of systems also exists

systems a good alternative to water-

When considering the variety of

for final curing. There are basically

cooled systems.

Your SPECIALIST Achim Herzog has a diploma in print
for over 10 years. He is Business Development Manager

UV LED systems available, it soon

two categories: Water-cooled and

becomes apparent that there are

air-cooled UV LED systems. The

Once the question of cooling has been

many different output classes and

more efficient, more direct water

clarified, attention can be turned

equipment features. And so the

cooling

to the required output. The most

question inevitably arises: Which is

power densities than is the case

important thing to be considered

the right system for the application

with air-cooled systems. As cooling

here is the fitting position. Whereas

concerned? If inks are only to be

takes place directly via the back of

ITL systems such as the new SZ or VZ

dried to the extent required to stop

the system, water-cooled systems

or the Solidcure2 series are designed

method

permits

higher

them penetrating into the substrate

such

series

to be positioned very close to the

or „bleeding“ on the substrate, a

from ITL or the LUV from IST are

print carrier (which is usually no

low-output system is sufficient. With

extremely compact and can be neatly

problem for applications in the inkjet

its low UV output, it produces a skin

integrated into the machine. An

sector), the LUV from IST is intended

on the printed dot or increases the

added advantage of water cooling

to be used a greater working distance

viscosity of the ink.

is that the exchange of heat occurs

away,

away from the machine in the heat

optimise the beam path accordingly.

This so-called „pinning“ is primarily

exchanger, which can be located at

Over a distance, a good deal of the

used in digital printing between the

a strategically favourable position in

peak output of a non-focused LED

individual inks or ink sets. As little

the production shop.

system will go missing, which can

as

the

Solidcure2

integrated

optics

technology and has been working in the printing industry
at IST METZ subsidiary Integration Technology Ltd., which
specializes in products for digital printing. For a few years
after completing his studies, he worked at IST METZ in sales
and strategic planning. Before switching to ITL and thus
back to UV technology, he was Product Manager for digital
printing systems at Atlantic Zeiser.

to

have a negative influence on the

space is available on account of the
mechanical design of the machine,

with

Achim Herzog – LED developer

If there is a need to avoid cooling

curing process. An optimum curing
result does not just depend on the

Peak and dose –
what do I really need
in performance?

IST METZ:
What exactly do these values tell us?

the pinning systems have to be

water and to be absolutely certain

highly compact. To prevent UV light

that no condensate forms on the

peak value (W/cm²), however. It is also

undercutting at the print head, use

unit or tubes - regardless of the

essentially governed by the dose (mJ/

is also made of optics to focus the

ambient temperature and humidity -

cm²), which is defined by dwell time

IST METZ:

Lambertian distribution of the LED

use can also be made of air-cooled

of the substrate under the UV system.

Mr Herzog, why does it sometimes cause difficulties

ink will be perfectly cured. Because of the extremely

light onto a narrow strip. The UV

UV LED systems with a somewhat

To sum up, maximum efficiency can

when many UV LED manufacturers (and users, too)

high peak outputs possible with today‘s LED systems,

system output required depends

lower output. These are slightly

only be attained if the overall system

refer only to peak value in W/cm² when specifying LED

there is a danger that the top layer of the ink will react

to a great extent on the reactivity of

larger on account of the cooling

is optimally balanced in line with the

systems for a machine?

too quickly and thus prevent UV rays from penetrating

machine requirements.

Achim Herzog:
Even if dose value of the LED system matches the
required ink dose, it does not necessarily mean that the

the ink. In contrast to final curing,

fins fitted directly in the head

pinning of conventional (non-LED-

require air circulation within the

Achim Herzog:

curable) UV inks is possible in many

machine. Nevertheless, their simple

Two crucial aspects, namely the speed of the machine

IST METZ:

cases.

integration can make air-cooled

and the reactivity of the ink, should never be ignored.

So it’s not just about peak output, but above all about

Each of these values contains a time component which

the balance between peak and dose?

deeper layers of the ink.

is not expressed by a specification purely in watts. In
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addition to W/cm², therefore, it is just as important to

Achim Herzog:

know the dose in J/cm² to be applied to the substrate.

Precisely. This is the only way to achieve a consistent,

The emission window in the direction of printing is a

homogeneous ink reaction which extracts maximum

significant indicator in this respect.

polymer chain production from the chemistry.
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UV DAILY
Design meets security in banknote printing
2.2 million euros – this figure

small circles that glow yellow in the

represents the total face value of

centre of the banknote and orange

with, for example flexo coatings, hot

the approximately 39,000 counterfeit

elsewhere. Euro banknotes are also

embossing and lasers. The security

euro

protected

counterfeiting

features and much of the necessary

circulation in the first half of 2017,

with security features that can be

expertise for banknote printing are

according to a Bundesbank press

detected only under infrared light.

strictly confidential. But the optical

Because reproduction technology is

Although many of these security

example, long ago found their way

that

were

in

against

release published in July of this year.

systems used for matching, for

steadily improving, it is essential to

elements are obvious, they have to

into automated commercial sheet-

continually introduce new security

fulfil extremely high standards so

fed offset printing.

measures that make counterfeiting

that the banknotes remain difficult

as difficult as possible.

to counterfeit. Certainly banknotes

Conversely, one method that is not at

should

all suitable for producing banknotes

be

artistically

pleasing

All euro banknotes contain a variety

and fulfill aesthetic requirements,

is inkjet printing. This process is too

of

prevent

but it is even more important for

similar to commercially available

counterfeiting. As indicated by the

them to be functional and forgery-

technologies, which means that

slogan “feel – see – tilt”, these

proof. Security printing is based on

it

elements

these essential factors: complex

forgery-proof.

security

features

include,

to

for

instance,

tangible reliefs, shiny figures and

processes,

light bars that move up and down

of materials – paper, inks and

special

or change colour when the note is

films – and design. This all calls
for a large number of diverse UV

deliberately easy to recognise, so

printing and finishing technologies:

that forgeries can be unmasked

offset printing using a very special

immediately.

process is the basic method used

security

feature for banknotes uses micro

for all the banknotes in circulation.

text in certain places that can be

Screen printing is especially suitable

deciphered with a magnifying glass.

for applying thick ink coatings to

The paper also incorporates small

banknotes, particularly for varying

fibres that fluoresce under standard

and iridescent colours. The security

UV light so that each fibre displays

dyes used are extremely expensive,

three

Under

so it is important that they be

special UV light, one can also see

used as efficiently as possible.
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different

colours.

therefore

not

sufficiently

combinations

tilted. These security features are

Another

is

Under UV light, the $100 bill should glow pink.

banknotes

Banknotes can also be finished
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user/ISTMETZ1

www.linkedin.com/
company/ist-metz-gmbh

www.facebook.com/istuv/

www.xing.com/
companies/istmetzgmbh
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